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Abstract
In customer journey analysis and the optimization of business processes, process mining is an
established field of expertise. Process mining is used to show bottlenecks, service levels, throughput
times, frequencies and more (Van der Aalst et al., 2012). These measures enable pinpointing
inefficiencies in processes; however, they do not explain why these inefficiencies exist. In other
words, the root causes for these inefficiencies are missing.
This report provides a quantitative approach to find these root causes using enriched event logs
extracted from information systems. First, a process mining approach is used to discover the most
important bottlenecks in a sales process for financial products. Second, a data mining approach is
used to discover the variables that influence these bottlenecks. This combined approach is referred
to as quantitative root cause analysis.
This thesis introduces a new methodology to quantitatively discover root causes for performance
issues in business processes, as well as a set of profound recommendations to enable effective data
driven process redesign in practice.
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Executive summary
This report is a result of a master thesis project at Rabobank Nederland. The scope of this research is
limited to the sales process for corporate finance products.

Problem statement
For the Rabobank cooperation, two major process-related objectives must be accomplished by the
end of 2016: first, customer service should be improved and second, the process efficiency must be
increased. Business process redesign initiatives play an important role in achieving these objectives.
The design and redesign of key processes is the responsibility of Business Change Managers and
Business Architects. Effective redesign is based on knowledge about the main inefficiencies and their
causes. However, Business Change Managers and Business Architects lack quantitative support for
these inefficiencies and their underlying causes which complicates decision making.

Sales process
All corporate finance products are sold through the same sales process. A high level representation
of this sales process is shown in Figure 1. Theoretically, first, a business client arrives at one of the
Rabobank branches throughout the country with some financial need. One of the local advisors will
then identify these needs and request the client to provide some kind of documentation. When the
needs have been clarified and the relevant documentation is provided, the advisor will analyse the
request and create a financing proposal. This proposal should be accepted by both the client and the
bank before the advisor will finalise the proposal. After the proposal is finalised, the client will see
his needs fulfilled. Even though reality is much more complex than the process described above, this
description provides sufficient context for the next sections.

Figure 1 High level sales process for business clients

Optimisation objective
As described previously the main objective is to optimise both the customer service and the process
efficiency. The time that passes until the customer knows that his financing needs will be fulfilled is
considered an important part of the customer experience. This timespan will be referred to as the
“time until financing certainty”. The costs associated with the sales process mainly consist of the
salaries payed to the employees who operate the process. As a result a reduction of the time until
financing certainty will indirectly reduce the costs associated with this part of the process.
Altogether, reducing the time until financing certainty will contribute to the main objectives of
Rabobank Nederland. As such, considering the scope of this study, the main objectives is to minimise
the total time until financing certainty
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Bottlenecks
Two bottleneck activities were identified which contributed to approximately 70% of the total time
until financing certainty. It is safe to assume that these activities are independent of each other as
the time until task completion for these activities is uncorrelated.
The first of these activities is the “financieringsopzet”, this activity accounts for over 38% of the time
until financing certainty and can be described as following: “the analysis of existing products,
collaterals and other client details to be able to choose the appropriate products that meet the
customers demand”.
The second of these activities is the “fiattering”, this activity accounts for over 31% of the time until
financing certainty and can be described asfollowing: “provide exploratory notes on all the relevant
aspects of the financing proposal and eventually let the party with the right authorization level
decide on the proposal”.

Operational root causes
Further analysis lead to the conclusion that the root causes for these bottlenecks can be found in
three variables. First, the proposal analysis complexity, second, the proposal decision level and third,
the local Rabobank branch that is responsible for the execution of the process. Each of these is
elaborated upon.
Firstly, more complex proposals require more analysis processing time. For example, the clients’
number of existing products and the clients’ number of existing collaterals, as well as their combined
value seem to have a negative effect on the processing speed. The financieringsopzet activity
includes analysing all client details, which results in a higher analysis complexity when for example
more existing products and collaterals must be analysed. If additional documentation is required this
might have an effect as well.
Secondly, the decision level also plays an important role as there are several authority levels that
cause significant delays. When a financing proposal has to be accredited by Credit Risk Management,
the Business Manager, or the Credit Committee, the time until financing certainty will generally be
delayed with several days. Accreditation by the authorities’ stated above takes place periodically.
The credit committee for example gathers once a week. This significantly impacts the processing
speed.
Thirdly, the root causes for the influence of the responsible Rabobank branches is not as clear as for
the previously described root causes. In theory, all branches execute an identical process. However,
the responsible branch has a stronger influence on the time until financing certainty than most other
proposal related characteristics such as the loan amount or the product type. The large differences
in performance might be caused by the following factors:
First, the process might be started before the client’s needs have been defined clearly or before the
necessary documents were provided. Second, there is the possibility that advisors prepare meetings
with clients by studying hypothetical scenarios in BBS. A third and fourth possibility are the
responsible advisors’ experience or an unusual high workload at the local branch.
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Operational recommendations
From an operation perspective the following is recommended for Rabobank Nederland.







Investigate the possibility to simplify the analysis of the financing groups, e.g. with new
tooling.
Investigate the possibility to increase the meeting frequencies for Credit Risk Management,
the business manager and the Credit committee.
Investigate the possibility to increase the percentage of cases granted a lower decision level.
Derive best practices by studying operational differences between high and low performing
banks using the results from Figure 16, Chapter 6. Implement these at low performing
branches.
Consider excluding low performing branches from the marketing budget for retail products
using the results from Figure 16, Chapter 6 (and an identical analysis for the performance in
the past months)

Organizational recommendations
During the research project several organizational challenges were encountered. These challenges
require attention if Rabobank Nederland wishes to make better use of data driven process redesign
approaches. The following challenges were encountered:
First, long data collection throughput times unnecessarily increase the throughput time of data to
value projects. Second, quantifying complete end-to-end processes is not yet possible. Third,
collaboration between local bank employees and analysts is very limited. Fourth, event logs which
are created for VBF have not yet been enriched, and finally, within the corporate finance
department the amount of employees with process mining knowledge is limited.
Altogether, from an organizational perspective it is recommended to:
 Create a well-known efficient standard procedure for the collection of raw data from
production systems.
 Introduce an integral case identifier which connects case related activities and other
attributes between different systems.
 Increase collaboration between process operators and process analysts
 Enrich the already operational event log creation tool so that it contains the attributes
shown in Table 1:
 Attract or train an employee who can focus on analysing these logs with for example process
mining tools like disco.
Table 1 event log attributes

Process mining
Case ID
Bank Code
Case creation time
Case status and resolved date/time
Stage name, start date/time, and completion date/time
Task name, start date/time, and completion date/time
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Analysis enrichment
Customer industry code (SBI)
Customer branch
Customer type
Financing needs
Branche
Clienttype
Role ID
Net Promotor Score
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1. Introduction
This report presents the results of a master thesis which was performed as collaboration between
Rabobank Nederland and Eindhoven University of Technology. Firstly, this report first aims to
contribute to scientific knowledge on quantitative root cause analysis for performance issues in
business processes. The second goal of this thesis is to help Rabobank improve the process
performance of the corporate finance sales process.
No matter the industry or type of company, processes are everywhere. According to Dumas et al.
(2013) typical examples of common business processes are order-to-cash, quote-to-order, procureto-pay, issue-to-resolution, and application-to-approval processes. A key challenge in operations
research is the optimization of these processes.
One well established research area in the optimization of business processes is business process
management (BPM). Business process modelling, analysis, and redesign are some important topics
in this field. Over the past years, process mining has proven to be a valuable tool for modelling
existing business processes from historical event logs. Van der Aalst et al. (2012) state that process
mining is a quantitative approach to process modelling and analysis. It is used to show bottlenecks,
service levels, throughput times, frequencies and more. These performance metrics enable
pinpointing inefficiencies in processes, however, they do not explain why these inefficiencies exist.
In other words, the root causes for these inefficiencies are missing. According to Schep (2015) there
are several analysis techniques to identify these root causes, however a majority relies on qualitative
methods.
Suriadi et al. (2013) stated that the exploitation of event logs for the purpose of Root Cause Analysis
is a relatively unexplored area. The authors presented and formalized an approach to enrich and
transform event logs into a form that allows a Root Cause Analysis based on classification
techniques. Their approach was validated on a self-generated synthetic log and publicly available
log. From a more general point of view, De Leoni et al. (2014) proposed a generic framework where
any characteristic (dependent variable) could be explained in term of correlations with any set of
other characteristics (independent variables). The framework produced results that are presented as
a decision tree and was evaluated with a case study within the UWV. A more specific application of
root cause analysis was presented by Ferreira & Evgeni (2015) who used logical decision trees to
discover the cause of process delays from event logs. They showed that if the delay is caused by
specific tasks, by specific users, or by some relationship between them, it is possible to discover such
causes from the simple facts recorded in the event log. The research presented in this report aims to
add to the work of these authors by further exploring event log driven root cause analysis
approaches within a BPM setting, as well as by providing empirical evidence of its applicability in
practice.
This report introduces a quantitative approach to find root causes for process delays using enriched
event logs extracted from real-life information systems. This approach is based on experiences of
practitioners and scientific literature. It is tailored to process mining, driven by business and not
specific for a certain type of process. First, process mining is used to discover the most important
bottlenecks in a sales process for financial products. Second, a data mining approach is used to
discover the variables that influence these bottlenecks. This combined approach is referred to as
quantitative root cause analysis (QRCA).
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The starting point for this research was the need to improve the sales process for corporate finance
clients at the Rabobank cooperation, as well as Rabobank’s desire to gain experience with process
mining applications. From this starting point, a new methodology to quantitatively discover root
causes for performance issues in business processes is introduced, as well as a set of profound
recommendations to enable effective data driven process redesign in practice.
The outline of this report is as follows: First, Chapter 2 provides a description of the research
problem and its context, as well as formulates the research questions that are answered in this
report. The subsequent Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the used methodology. In
chapter 4, the results of the application of this methodology are provided followed by Chapter 5
which discusses the interpretation of these results and Chapter 6 which puts additional emphasis on
the validation of these interpretations. Subsequently, Chapter 7 discusses both process and
organizational orientated redesigns. In chapter 8, the scientific contribution of this report, as well as
the answers to the research questions and a set of recommendations are provided. Eventually, this
report is concluded with a discussion of the used approach and its limitations, followed by the
bibliography, a list of definitions and abbreviations, and finally the appendices.
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2. Problem description
The previous chapter introduced the subject and outline of this report. This second chapter provides
a more detailed description of the research subject. First, in Section 2.1, a brief company description
is provided. Second, Section 2.2 provides some required context with a description of the research
object and a clear definition of the scope of the project. Subsequently, the problem statement for
this study is described in Section 2.3. The chapter is concluded with a formulation of the research
questions that are answered in this report in Section 2.4.

2.1 Company description
The research proposed in this report is performed at Rabobank Nederland. This company is part of
the Rabobank Group. The Rabobank Group is consists of several financial brands in different markets
and employs over 48.000 FTE in 40 countries. At its core, with over 25.000 FTE and annual revenues
of over 12 billion euro’s, are the 113 local banks that operate under the cooperative Rabobank
brand. Altogether, these local banks serve 6.7 million private and 0.8 million business clients
(Rabobank, 2014).
For the Rabobank cooperation, two major process-related objectives must be accomplished by the
end of 2016: first, customer service should be improved and second, the process efficiency must be
increased. Business process redesign initiatives play an important role in achieving these objectives.
The design and redesign of key processes is the responsibility of Business Change Managers and
Business Architects. Effective redesign is based on knowledge about the main inefficiencies and their
causes. However, Business Change Managers and Business Architects lack quantitative support for
these inefficiencies and their underlying causes which complicates decision making.

2.2 Research object and scope
The “Rabobank Geld Nodig Bedrijven” department is responsible for a large proportion of the
800.000 business clients. All sales, service and control processes are part of the responsibilities of
this department.
Business clients require a variety of products that can be split in ten categories. Of these, two are of
interest for this study: Credits and Loans. For the studied banks, 85% of all financing agreements
contained one of these, or both these products. Of these, credit products can be explained as:
“facilities on a current account, where the customer is allowed to be in debt to a certain agreed
threshold” (Rabobank, 2015). Loan products can be explained as: “amounts of money provided to
the customer to fulfil a certain constant need for money, e.g. an investment” (Rabobank, 2015).
All corporate finance products are sold through the same sales process. A high level representation
of this sales process is shown in Figure 2. Theoretically, first, a business client arrives at one of the
Rabobank branches throughout the country with some financial need. One of the local advisors will
then identify these needs and request the client to provide some kind of documentation. When the
needs have been clarified and the relevant documentation is provided, the advisor will analyse the
request and create a financing proposal. This proposal should be accepted by both the client and the
bank before the advisor will finalise the proposal. After the proposal is finalised, the client will see
his needs fulfilled. A more detailed description is provided in Appendix 12.1, Figure 19. For each step
a brief explanation is provided in Table 2 (Rabobank, 2015).
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Figure 2 High level sales process for business clients
Table 2 process step names and descriptions

Step name:
Description:
Inventarise request Discuss the client’s needs and receive required information.
Analyse request
Analyse the current and future situation of the customer
Create proposal
Create a financing proposal and discuss this with the client
Decide client
The client formally accepts or declines the proposal
Decide bank
The bank formally accepts or declines the proposal
Finalize agreement
Document agreement
Tasks within the sales process are executed by employees with different roles. Table 3 shows which
roles are responsible for which activities (Rabobank, 2015).
Table 3 Roles associated with high level sales process for corporate clients

Finalize
agreement

Decide
bank

Decide
client

Create
proposal

Analyse
request

Inventarise
request
Client
Assistant account manager MKB A/B/C
Account manager GZ A/B
Financing specialist A/B
Account manager MKB B/C
Account manager GZ A/B
Credit assessor local bank A/B/C/D
Manager Binnendienst MKB
Manager Bedrijven MKB
Manager Binnendienst GZ
Manager Bedrijven GZ A/B

The process is supported by three systems, Siebel, VBF and BBS, each of these is used for different
purposes. These systems are Customer Relationship Management, Workflow Management, and
Database Management systems respectively.
Siebel is used to organise the employees’ workload and to provide insight in the banks customers. It
is used to organise tasks, documents and appointments as well as to provide employees insight in
the client’s situation. VBF is an online environment where clients provide the bank with their needs
and the necessary required information. It’s a completely digital version of the “inventarise request”
step. BBS is the production system of the bank. It is used throughout the process for the most
meaningful tasks in the process. Examples are risk assessment, scenario analysis, and information
administration. It can be interpreted as a digital archive for all created financing proposals. Which
process steps supported which systems is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4 Visualization of which system supports which process steps

Finalize
agreement

Decide
bank

Decide
client

Create
proposal

Analyse
request

Inventarise
Request
Siebel (CRM)
VBF (WFMS)
BBS (DBMS)

The scope is limited to the sales process for business clients, for all relevant steps that are handled
with BBS, these steps are shown in Figure 3. This explicitly means that all revision activities were
excluded from the scope. The “provide financing certainty” step is an important activity and is
therefore coloured orange, the next section explains why.

Figure 3 Process steps BBS sales process

The BBS system has remained practically unchanged since 2013, therefore the time scope is limited
to all cases started and finished between 01-01-2013 and 01-07-2015. The study is based on a
sample of four banks which received the most requests for financial products from business clients
over a ten month period starting in June 2014. Additionally, the scope is limited to the two most
frequently sold products: loans and credits.
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2.3 Problem statement
Business Change Managers and Business Architects play an important role in improving customer
experience and reducing costs. The aim of this study is to develop a quantitative approach to
discover latent root causes for process inefficiencies. The application of this methodology within the
Rabobank should enable the roles described above to base important redesign decisions on
quantitative proof.
As described previously the main objective is to optimise both the customer service and the process
efficiency. The time that passes until the customer knows that his financing need will be fulfilled, is
considered an important part of the customer experience. This time will be referred to as the “time
until financing certainty”, the BBS activity that corresponds with this moment is coloured orange in
Figure 3. The costs associated with the sales process mainly consist of the salaries payed to the
employees who operate the process. As a result a reduction of the time until financing certainty will
indirectly reduce the costs associated with this part of the process. Altogether, reducing the time
until financing certainty will contribute to the main objectives of Rabobank Nederland.
As such, the main objective for the Business Change Managers and Business Architects is to minimise
the total time until financing certainty. This objective can be achieved by, for example, redesigning
the process according to redesign heuristics discussed by Dumas et al. (2013). However, to choose
the heuristics that best fit the practical challenges, their root cause must first be clear. This study
uses a combined approach of process and data mining techniques to find these root causes. This
combined approach is referred to as quantitative root cause analysis and will be explained in detail
in Chapter 3.
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2.4 Research questions
The main objective of this thesis is to test how well the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis approach
performs in providing Business Change Managers and Business Architects with the means to
minimise the total time until financing certainty. To assess the performance of this approach two
main research questions are defined. The first of these is supported by a set of sub research
questions. The research questions(RQ) are formulated below:
Research question 1
Suriadi et al. (2013) stated that the exploitation of event logs for the purpose of Root Cause Analysis
is a relatively unexplored area. Additionally, according to Schep (2015) the amount of empirical
evidence on the applicability of the methods that were studied is even more limited. Therefore, from
a scientific point of view, this is the most interesting research question.
RQ 1:

How does quantitative root cause analysis perform as a methodology to discover latent root
causes for observed process behaviour?

To assess the performance, a set of more specific sub research questions is formulated. First we are
interested in how well the QRCA approach can find process bottlenecks and their impact:
RQ 1.1: Which bottlenecks can be discovered in the sales process for business clients?
RQ 1.2: What is the impact of these bottlenecks?
Additionally, we are interested in the root causes for the discovered bottlenecks; which techniques
were applicable and if any important factors were missed by this approach. This lead to the
following sub research questions:
RQ 1.3: What are the root causes for the discovered bottlenecks?
RQ 1.4: Which techniques can be used to discover these latent root causes?
RQ 1.5: Which factors have not been included in the analysis but are likely to influence the time until
financing certainty?
Research question 2
The second main research question involves transforming the newly acquired knowledge into
process improvements and is formulated as following:
RQ 2:

How should the current process be redesigned to reduce the time until financing certainty?
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3. Methodology
The previous chapter discussed the problem description, the context of this study, and the research
questions. This chapter will elaborate on the used methodology to answer these research questions.
First, in Section 3.1 a general description of the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis methodology is
provided, followed up by Section 3.2 and 3.3 which elaborate on specific elements of this
methodology.

3.1 Quantitative Root Cause Analysis
This section discusses the research methods that together form the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis
methodology. This methodology consists of a combined approach of two methodologies: first, the
Process Mining Project Methodology (PMPM) as discussed by Van der Heijden (2012), and second,
the CRISP-DM methodology which is described by Chapman, et al. (2000). This approach can be
interpreted as an extended version of the Process Mining Project Methodology, where after the
process mining step, a data mining step is introduced. This data mining phase follows the CRISP-DM
methodology. As both methodologies are independent of the industry, sector and modelling
technique, a large variety of different problems can be addressed with this approach. A visual
representation of the QRCA approach is provided in Figure 4. The blue coloured steps are derived
from the PMPM approach, the orange step represents the CRISP-DM methodology. These steps will
be discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections, first the PMPM steps are discussed in Section
3.2 followed by the CRISP-DM cycle in Section 3.3.

Scoping
• Identify process
• Determine
objectives
• Determine
tools/techniques

Data
understanding

Event log
creation

Process
mining

• Locate data
• Explore data
• Verify data

• Select data
• Extract data
• Prepare data

• Familiarize log
• Ensure
structuredness
• Answer
questions

Figure 4 Quantitative Root Cause Analysis methodology
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3.2 Process Mining Project Methodology
This first part of the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis approach is based on experiences of
practitioners and scientific literature. It is tailored to process mining, driven by business and not
specific for a certain type of process. This methodology exists of six stages: scoping, data
understanding, event log creation, process mining, evaluation and deployment (Van der Heijden,
2012). Figure 5 visualises the Process Mining Project Methodology in more detail. The process
mining tool Disco is used for this part of the research methodology (Rozinat & Günther, 2015).
This methodology is used to answer research question 1.1 and 1.2:
RQ 1.1 Which bottlenecks can be discovered in the sales process for business clients?
RQ 1.2 What is the impact of these bottlenecks?

Scoping
• Identify process
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Data
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Event log
creation

• Locate data
• Explore data
• Verify data

• Select data
• Extract data
• Prepare data

Process mining

Evaluation

Deployment

• Familiarize log
• Ensure
structuredness
• Answer questions

• Verify
• Validate
• Accreditate

• Identify possible
improvements
• Present results

Figure 5 the Process Mining Project Methodology (Van der Heijden, 2012)

A brief but more detailed description of the main activities shown in Figure 5 is provided in Table 5.
For a higher level of detail we refer to Van der Heijden (2012).
Table 5 An overview of the main activities in a business process mining project (Van der Heijden, 2012)
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3.3 CRISP-DM
This second part of the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis
approach is based on the CRoss Industry Standard Process for
Data Mining (CRISP-DM). This methodology is independent of
both the industry sector and the technology used (Wirth &
Hipp, 2000). As a result, the approach can be applied to a
broad range of different applications. Similar to the PMPM,
this approach consists of six phases: business understanding,
data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation
and deployment. However, this particular approach is iterative
in nature. A visualization of this approach is provided in Figure
6. This phase forms the fifth step in the QRCA approach as
shown in orange in Figure 7. As described earlier, this
methodology is independent of the technology used. In this
study, both statistical methods and conditional inference trees
are applied in the modelling phase. Data is analysed using the
open source statistical computing tool R (Gentleman & Ihaka,
1997).

Scoping
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Process
mining

• Locate data
• Explore data
• Verify data

• Select data
• Extract data
• Prepare data

• Familiarize log
• Ensure
structuredness
• Answer
questions

Figure 6 CRISP-DM methodology (Wirth & Hipp,
2000)

Data mining
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Deployment

• CRISP-DM

• Verify
• Validate
• Accreditate

• Identify possible
improvements
• Present results

Figure 7 Quantitative Root Cause Analysis methodology

This methodology builds on the results from the previous steps of the QRCA methodology and is
used to answer research question 1.3 until 1.5:
RQ 1.3 What are the root causes for the discovered bottlenecks?
RQ 1.4 Which techniques can be used to discover these latent root causes?
RQ 1.5 Which factors have not been included in the analysis but are likely to influence the
time until financing certainty?
According to Chapman, et al. (2000) the CRISP-DM phases can be described as following:
Business understanding: This initial phase focuses on understanding the project objectives and
requirements from a business perspective, then converting this knowledge into a data mining
problem definition and a preliminary plan designed to achieve the objectives.
Data understanding: The data understanding phase starts with initial data collection and proceeds
with activities that enable you to become familiar with the data, identify data quality problems,
discover first insights into the data, and/or detect interesting subsets to form hypotheses regarding
hidden information.
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Data preparation: The data preparation phase covers all activities needed to construct the final
dataset [data that will be fed into the modelling tool(s)] from the initial raw data. Data preparation
tasks are likely to be performed multiple times and not in any prescribed order. Tasks include table,
record, and attribute selection, as well as transformation and cleaning of data for modelling tools.
Modelling: In this phase, various modelling techniques are selected and applied, and their
parameters are calibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are several techniques for the same
data mining problem type. Some techniques have specific requirements on the form of data.
Therefore, going back to the data preparation phase is often necessary.
Evaluation: At this stage in the project, you have built a model (or models) that appears to have high
quality from a data analysis perspective. Before proceeding to final deployment of the model, it is
important to thoroughly evaluate it and review the steps executed to create it, to be certain the
model properly achieves the business objectives. A key objective is to determine if there is some
important business issue that has not been sufficiently considered. At the end of this phase, a
decision on the use of the data mining results should be reached.
Deployment: Creation of the model is generally not the end of the project. Even if the purpose of
the model is to increase knowledge of the data, the knowledge gained will need to be organized and
presented in a way that the customer can use it. It often involves applying “live” models within an
organization’s decision making processes—for example, real-time personalization of Web pages or
repeated scoring of marketing databases. Depending on the requirements, the deployment phase
can be as simple as generating a report or as complex as implementing a repeatable data mining
process across the enterprise. In many cases, it is the customer, not the data analyst, who carries out
the deployment steps. However, even if the analyst will carry out the deployment effort, it is
important for the customer to understand up front what actions need to be carried out in order to
actually make use of the created models.
As described above, at the core of the CRISP-DM methodology are the various modelling techniques
that are selected and applied. For this study eventually two types of techniques are selected:
statistical methods, and conditional inference trees. These techniques will be elaborated on in the
subsequent subsections. Subsection 3.3.1 provides a detailed description of the applied statistical
methods, Subsection 3.3.2 discusses conditional inference trees.
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3.3.1 Statistical methods
The PMPM approach provides a set of bottleneck activities. For each of these activities, a distinction
is made whether a case belongs to a high performing group or not. Therefore, in this study, the
dependent variable is categorical with two categories: “high performing” and “low performing”. All
other variables are considered the independent variables. The applied statistical methods aim to
discover distinctive differences between these groups that might explain differences in performance.
The used statistical analysis techniques are dependent on the data type of the independent
variables. These variables can be either continuous or categorical in nature and each requires a
different approach. For the continuous variables, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of
(dis)continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions is performed (Conover, 1972). For
categorical variables, the Pearson's chi-squared test (Agresti & Hoboken, 2007) is used to evaluate
the likelihood that there is a difference between the two mutually exclusive groups.
Goodness-of-Fit Test for discontinuous distributions
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test tests the null hypothesis (there is no difference in distribution function
between the groups under study) versus the alternate hypothesis (there is a difference in
distribution function between the groups under study). The p value represents the likelihood that
the null hypothesis is correct.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed on the empirical cumulative density function of the
two samples. The samples were tested whether the true distribution function is equal to, not less
than, or not greater than the hypothesized distribution function. P-values were computed with a
1000 iterations Monte Carlo test.
Significant differences can be interpreted by plotting and comparing both empirical cumulative
density functions (ecdf).
Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
The Pearson's chi-squared test tests the null hypothesis (there is no difference in the groups under
study) versus the alternate hypothesis (there is a difference between the groups under study). The p
value represents the likelihood that the null hypothesis is correct.
The Pearson's chi-squared test was performed on the contingency tables of the categorical variables
of the two samples. The samples were tested whether there is a difference between the groups
under study. P-values were computed with a 2000 iterations Monte Carlo test.
Relative percentual differences
The Pearson's chi-squared test tests if there is a difference between the groups under study, but
does not provide how they are different. To determine how these groups are different, the relative
percentual frequency was computed for each category.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝑛𝑖𝑗 / ∑ 𝑛𝑗
Relative percentual frequencyi =

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖1
∗ 100 − 100
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑖2
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The relative percentual frequency can be interpreted as a measure to identify if a certain category
relatively occurs more or less frequently in different groups. For example, consider two unequal
groups with three categories (A, B and C). In the first group A,B and C occurred 10,20 and 30 times
respectively, in the second group A,B, and C occurred 60, 40, and 20 times. These absolute,
percentual and relative percentual frequencies are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 Example relative percentual frequency computation

Category A
Category B
Category C
𝑛

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑗

Group 1

Group2

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑗

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑗+1

10
20
30

60
40
20

1/6
1/3
1/2

1/2
1/3
1/6

60

120

Relative
percentual
frequency
(j vs J+1)
-66%
0
+200%

𝑖=1:𝑛

The relative percentual frequencies computed in Table 6 can be interpreted as following: in the first
group, category A occurs relatively 66% less frequent than in group 2, and category C occurs 200%
more frequent in the second group.
Boxplot’s
Both the Pearson's chi-squared test and the relative percentual frequency measure evaluate
between-group differences. However, the within-group differences are also of great interest. The
latter are evaluated using boxplots, visualizing the time until task completion between the different
categories. Obviously, these were only computed when the time until financing certainty exceeded
one day.
3.3.2 Conditional inference trees
To find the most influential variables and possible interaction effects conditional inference trees are
used (Hothorn, Hornik, & Zeileis, 2006). These decision trees internally use similar statistical
techniques as were described in the previous subsection.
Conditional inference trees estimate a regression relationship by binary recursive partitioning in a
conditional inference framework. Roughly, the algorithm works as follows
1. Test the global null hypothesis of independence between any of the input variables and the
response (which may be multivariate as well). Stop if this hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Otherwise select the input variable with strongest association to the response. This
association is measured by a p-value corresponding to a test for the partial null hypothesis of
a single input variable and the response.
2. Implement a binary split in the selected input variable.
3. Recursively repeat steps 1) and 2).
The univariate p-values based on the limiting distribution (chi-square or normal) are computed for
each of the random permutations of the data.
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4. Analyses
In the previous chapter, the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis methodology was explained in detail.
This chapter discusses the results of the application of this methodology in practice. First, in Section
4.1 the results of the PMPM methodology are discussed, subsequently, in the next section the
results of the CRISP-DM part of the QRCA approach are discussed.

4.1 Process Mining Project Methodology analysis
This section describes the first part of our research: the process mining project methodology
approach. This methodology is used to answer research question 1.1 and 1.2:
RQ 1.1 Which bottlenecks can be discovered in the sales process for business clients?
RQ 1.2 What is the impact of these bottlenecks?
For each phase of the PMPM a description of the results is provided. This section will respectively
discuss the scoping, data understanding, event log creation, process mining and evaluation phase.
4.1.1 Scoping
The scoping of the project was part of the project initiation phase and therefore the results are
provided in the case description. The scope has been defined with business architects and other
employees. The used process mining tool is Disco (Fluxicon, 2015).
4.1.2 Data understanding
A set of 25 process steps is identified, six of thee were infrequent. The activity names, their
frequency in the event log and a short description of each activity is provided in Table 7.
Table 7 Activity names, and descriptions including event log frequencies
Activity name
Frequency Description
Financieringsgroep
6789 Select/adjust financial group (group of companies and natural persons involved in the proposal)
Investeringsplan
6789 Select/adjust financial group (group of companies and natural persons involved in the proposal)
Financieringsplan
6789 Select/adjust financial group (group of companies and natural persons involved in the proposal)
Informatiebehoefte
194 Low frequency
BKR
45 Low frequency
FR
45 Low frequency
EVA
44 Low frequency
Overzicht
44 Low frequency
Financieringsopzet
6789 Administrate product liability
Risicobepaling
6789 Determine risk groups & risk levels
Zekerhedenopzet
6789 Connect correct obligo to collaterals & administrate debtors
Verstrekking vrwrd
6789 Settle conditions before finalizing agreement
Beheerafspraken
6789 Administer control arrangements
Methode selecteren
6789 Propose tariff
Rente / Provisie
6789 Propose tariff
Eenmalige kosten
6789 Propose tariff
NA
5 Low frequency
Financieringsoverzicht
6789 Print financial overview
Bepalen basisniveaus
6789 Generate proposal
Analyseren
6789 Generate proposal
Test client integrity, decide on proposal, print decision form
Fiattering
6788
(freezes proposal)
Offerte/Akte
6789 Add additional insurances/provisions
Vastlegging
6789 Sign proposal
Ondertekening
6789 Sign proposal
Afhandelen
6075 Finalize process
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System experts have verified the trustworthiness, completeness, semantics and safeness of the
event logs. It is safe to assume that the recorded events actually happened and that the event
attributes are correct. Infrequent activities have been integrated in different activities or removed
from the process over time. Of these, removed activities are marked red and integrated activities are
marked orange in Table 7. The integrated activities were integrated with the activity that is marked
in green. The removed and integrated activities are not included in the further analysis.
4.1.3 Event log creation
The focus of this part of the study is on discovering the control-flow of a process based on 30
months of event data. Therefore a “post mortem” event log was created (van der Aalst W. , 2011).
This event log contains all cases that were:




Completed within 100 days
Started and completed between 01-01-2013 and 01-07-2015.
Containing either loan, credit or a combination of loan and credit products

The timeframe is selected as within this timeframe, no major process redesigns were implemented.
The event log is enriched with a bank identifyer to ensure the possiblity to compare flows between
different Rabobank branches. An example of the event log is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Process mining event log
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4.1.4 Process mining
The filtered event log is analysed using the process mining tool Disco. As reported earlier, the
timeframe is limited to the scope of this study and automated or removed activities were removed
from the event log. To improve the understandability of the discovered process model, the number
of process variants was limited to the most frequent 2%, this subset contained over 80% of all cases.
The number of active cases over time and the relevant filtered event log statistics are provided in
Figure 9. When a warm up and cool down period of approximately three months is considered, the
number of active cases, and with that the number of sold products increases slightly over the years.

Figure 9 Disco output: active cases over time and filtered log summary

Two seasonal patterns are identified: first, the number of sold products is the lowest in July and
August, and second, clear peaks can be identified in November and December. These patterns are
shown in Figure 9 and appendix 12.5, they are caused by a holiday period in July and August, and by
companies preparing for the subsequent year in November and December. As is shown in Figure 10
for most branches the product type ratio is similar over the years. The growth in sales volume
products for bank A & B are slightly inflated due to the mergers with small banks. For branch D the
significant increase can be attributed to a data migration.

Figure 10 Number of sold products per type, bank and year

The flexibility of the sales process is very limited, standard procedures do not allow deviations from
the standard path. However, it is possible to deviate trough some exceptions. As expected, this
results in similar frequencies for most activities in the event log, absolute and relative activity
frequencies are provided in appendix 12.1. Interestingly, the finalization activity is not always
present. The latter indicates that there are different ways to finalize the proposal, which involve
overriding the system.
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As a result of the low flexibility, the discoved process model is very structured. The discovered
process model is shown in Appendix 12.2. For each activity two performance measures are shown:
first, the case frequency, and second, the total case duration. From this process model, three clear
bottleneck activities are identified. For each activity a brief description is provided:





Financieringsopzet: analyse existing products, collaterals and other client details and choose
the appropriate products that meet the customers’ demands.
Fiatteren: provide exploratory notes on the proposal. The level of detail required depends
on the people that will analyse and decide on the proposal. To find out these levels, people
click through the analysis screen first, and subsequently provide the explanation at the right
detail level. However, the Fiattering step freezes the proposal; additional changes can now
only be made by cancelling and copying the proposal.
Offerte/Akte: create the final documents. Tariffs change every week, therefore these
documents remain valid for only 7 days. As a result this step is completed in the week where
the client will sign the documents.

The first two activities are within the scope of this study, they are performed before the client
receives financing certainty, the “Offerte/Akte” activity is excluded from the rest of this report. Key
statistics for the two bottlenecks are provided in Table 8, the Financieringsopzet and Fiatteren
activity contribute to approximate 70% of the total time until financing certainty. It is safe to assume
that these activities are independent of each other as the time until task completion for these
activities is uncorrelated.
Table 8 key statistics bottlenecks sales process

Financieringsopzet
Fiatteren

% time until financing certainty
38,1%
31,6%

4.1.5 Evaluation
This study is based on event logs retrieved from the BBS system; two other systems that are used in
the end-to-end sales process have been excluded from the scope. This was a necessity as these
sources could not be combined with the event logs produced by BBS due to a lack of reliable
identifiers. As a result, one important activity, the administration of important documents, is not
included in the scope. Apart from this limitation, it has become clear that the sales process follows a
clear structure which met the business objectives to model the process flow. Given the clear
structure, there was no need to compute additional technical metrics to verify the accuracy and
soundness of the process model. Additionally, the fitness, precision, generalization and structure as
described by Rozinat (2007) were not computed either.
Due to the low routing flexibility it was easy to spot the bottlenecks in the process. However, it was
not possible to find the root causes from the process model alone.
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4.2 CRISP-DM analysis
The previous section showed two clear bottleneck activities that together accounted for
approximately 70% of the total time until financing certainty. This section describes the second part
of the QRCA approach: the CRISP-DM methodology. Which focuses on finding the root causes for
these bottlenecks. This part of the QRCA methodology is used to answer research question 1.3 until
1.5:
RQ 1.3 What are the root causes for the discovered bottlenecks?
RQ 1.4 Which techniques can be used to discover these latent root causes?
RQ 1.5 Which factors have not been included in the analysis but are likely to influence the
time until financing certainty?
The analysis results are provided per CRISP-DM phase: respectively the business understanding, data
understanding & preparation, the modelling and evaluation phase will be elaborated on. Within this
section additional emphasis is put on the modelling phase.
4.2.1 Business understanding
As described earlier two bottleneck activities account for approximately 70% of the total time until
financing certainty. The aim of this phase is to discover the root causes for these bottleneck
activities. For this study, the dependent variable is categorical with two categories: “high
performing” and “low performing”. The completion time for each bottleneck activity is classified as
high performing when the activity is completed within one day, and as low performing when it is not
completed the same day. Altogether there are two datasets with each one dependent variable as is
shown in Table 9. All other variables are considered the independent variables. The independent
variables selected for this study are provided in Appendix 12.3. Summarising, each of the two
datasets consists of a set of high and low performing cases that are characterized by case related
information as was stored in the banks “digital archive” BBS. The distinguished differences between
these groups shall provide answers to the important business questions why some cases perform
better than others.
Table 9 dependent variables per bottleneck activity

Dataset
Financieringsopzet
Fiattering

Performance
High

Low
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4.2.2 Data understanding & preparation
A list of data preparation activities is performed on the initial datasets. These activities are provided
in Table 10, this table also shows the impact of these activities on the size of the dataset. Data was
transformed, combined, filtered, removed or imputed.
Table 10 Data preparation activities

BBS
Transform
Combine

Filter
Remove variables
Remove records
Impute values

Preparation activity
Select relevant variables and tables
Aggregate table records to proposal identifier level
Join tables on proposal identifier
Filter all proposals with Loan and/or Credit products
Filter all proposals with a time until financing certainty <100
Filter all activities that have been removed from the system.
Remove all variables with over 50% missing values
Remove all records with over 20% missing values
Impute values for leftover missing (numerical) values using Knearest Neighbours

Percent
100%
100%
100%
83%

83%
79%
79%

4.2.3. Modelling statistical methods
As described in chapter 3, two statistical methods are used to quantify statistical differences
between the two groups. For the (dis)continuous variables, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality
of (dis)continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions is performed (Conover, 1972). For
categorical variables, Pearson's chi-squared test (Agresti & Hoboken, 2007) is used to evaluate the
likelihood that there is a difference between different mutually exclusive groups. For a detailed
explanation we refer back to Chapter 3. In this subsection the individual test results for each
independent variable are provided. The test results for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are shown in
Table 11 and 12 for the Financieringsopzet and Fiattering bottleneck respectively. In general, one
can conclude that the distributions among the samples are dissimilar, and that the ecdf lies above
the reference distribution. Detailed test results are shown in Appendix 12.6 and 12.7, an example of
such a detailed result is provided further in this subsection in Figure 11.
Table 11 Kolmogorov Smirnov test results for the "Financieringsopzet” bottleneck

Financieringsopzet
Kolmogorv Smirnov
Variables:
Annual_turn_over
Total_Employees
Tot_Obl_Exist_Prod
Tot_Val_Exist_Col
Proposal_obligo
Proposal_collateral

Reject null hypothesis:
H0 = Equal to H0 = Not greater than
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
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H0 = Not less than
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept

Table 12 Kolmogorov Smirnov test results for the "Fiattering” bottleneck

Fiattering
Kolmogorv Smirnov
Variables:
Annual_turn_over
Total_Employees
Tot_Obl_Exist_Prod
Tot_Val_Exist_Col
Proposal_obligo
Proposal_collateral

Reject null hypothesis:
H0 = Equal to H0 = Not greater than
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

H0 = Not less than
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept
Reject

The test results for the Pearson's chi-squared tests for both bottleneck activities are shown in Table
13. In general, one can conclude that for most variables there is a significant difference between the
two groups. Detailed test results are shown in Appendix 12.6 and 12.7, an example of such a
detailed result is provided further in this subsection in Figure 12.
Table 13 Pearson’s chi-Squares test results for the "Fiattering” bottleneck

Variables:
Bank_Code
Legal_Str_Count
Natural_Person_Count
ALC
DLC
Num_Exist_Prod
Num_Exist_Col
Risk_lev
Products_per_proposal
Collaterals_per_proposal
Sector_Code
Sub_Sector_Code
Head_FG_Legal_Str_Code
Klantsegment

Reject null hypothesis:
H0
=
No H0
=
difference
difference
Financieringsopzet Fiattering
Reject
Reject
Reject
Accept
Accept
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Accept
Accept
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
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No

Detailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test result example
For all continuous variables the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed on the empirical
cumulative distribution. An example is shown in Figure 11. This figure shows the histogram for
annual turnover amounts when the financieringsopzet is completed within, or not within one day, as
well as the empirical cumulative density function (ecdf) for these two groups, and their test results.
The figure can be interpreted as following:
The empirical cumulative density function significantly differs between the two groups. The ecdf in
the high perfroming group is above the ecdf in the low performing group. Therefore, the annual
turnover is relatively more likely to be smaller if the Financieringsopzet is finished the same day.
Such an analysis is computed for every continuous variable per bottleneck activity. The results for
the financieringsopzet activity are provided in Appendix 12.6, the results for the fiattering activity
are shown in Appendix 12.7.

Figure 11 Example results statistical methods for continuous variables
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Detailed Pearson’s chi squared test
For all categorical variables the relative percentual frequency and categorical boxplots for the
processing speed are computed. An example is shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the
frequencies of all categorical values per group, as well as the relative percentual difference
measures and the categorical boxplots for the completion time of the “fiatteren” activity. The image
can be interpreted as following:
Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal decision level is 1, 2
or 6.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher when the
proposal decision level is 3, 4, 5 or 6.

Figure 12 Example results statistical methods for categorical variables

Such an analysis is computed for every categorical variable per bottleneck activity. The results for
the financieringsopzet activity are provided in Appendix 12.6, the results for the fiattering activity
are shown in Appendix 12.7.
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Correlations
To account for some kind of variable interactions, the correlations between all numerical variables
were computed. The correlations that were stronger than -0,5 and 0,5 are visualized in Figure 13. No
strong negative correlations are present.

Figure 13 Correlation plot numerical variables (correlation > |0,5|)
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4.2.4. Modelling Conditional Inference Trees
The concept of conditional inference trees was introduced in the previous chapter. Conditional
inference trees combine statistical methods with decision trees. These techniques were used to find
the variables that were most influential in making a distinction between activities that were finished
within a day or not. Also this methodology takes into account some kind of interaction effects
between these variables. This subsection discusses the results of the application of this method for
this study.
Two conditional inference trees were trained with a max depth of four. Significance measures are
based on univariate (chi square) test statistics and the minimal node size is set to 500. Figure 14 and
15 show the results for the financieringsopzet and fiattering activity respectively. When the activity
is completed “Quick”, the completion time was less than one day.
These figures provide insight in the interactions between the previously identified influencing
variables. For both bottlenecks the decision level is identified as the most influential variable. In both
trees this variable is important in combination with the bank code, for the financieringsopzet there
seem to be more influential variables.
The decision tree for the financieringsopzet bottleneck can be interpreted as follows:
When the proposal decision level is 1 and the risk level is either below 15, or equal to 20, the
probability that this activity will be finished within one day is over 80%. When the decision level is
2,3,4,5 or 6, and the number of existing collaterals for this client is less than, or equal to 2, and the
client is serviced by bank B, the probability that this activity will be finished within one day is less
than 60%. The graph statistics are provided in Appendix 12.8.

Figure 14 Conditional inference tree for the financieringsopzet activity
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The decision tree for the fiattering bottleneck can be interpreted as follows:
When the proposal decision level is 1, 2, or 6, and the bank code is C or D, the probability that this
activity will be finished within one day is over 80%. For other decision levels, if the bank code is B,
the probability that this activity will be finished within one day is slightly more than 40%. The graph
statistics are provided in Appendix 12.8.

Figure 15 Conditional inference tree for the fiattering activity

4.2.5 Evaluation
In order to find the root causes that could explain the two bottlenecks in the sales process, two
approaches were combined in the modelling phase: statistical methods and conditional inference
trees.
The statistical methods were able to identify influential variables as well as to discover how these
were influential. The analysis provides detailed insights in how process performance depends on
these independent variables. However, this approach does not consider interaction effects, nor does
it prioritize which variables are most important. The latter complicates decision makers to use this
knowledge in their advantage as well as left room for the deduction of spurious relations.
Conditional inference trees address the previously described issues to some extent. The approach
prioritizes influential variables and addresses interaction effects. The results are easy to interpret
and therefore more applicable to be used in practice. However, this approach can leave out
influential variables that do not make the cut into the model. Furthermore, this approach does not
take into account in group differences such as visualized by the boxplots in the statistical analysis.
The latter might bias the decisions made solely on this information.
In addition to these disadvantages, for both approaches, one important remark is the possibility that
some influential variables might not be incorporated in the dataset.
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The following factors were not included in the analysis:






Clients forgot to provide important documents
The client requirements were not clearly defined yet when the process was started
The advisor started a “test” process as preparation before a meeting or call with the client
Unexperienced advisors need more time to process this activity.
A high workload at the local bank increases the completion time for this activity.

Given the limitations of the individual approaches, their combined use solves many of their
downsides. Combined they provide decision makers with in depth understanding of how individual
variables effect process performance. Additionally, the conditional inference trees produce an easy
to interpret prioritization of these variables. In combination with the knowledge of domain experts,
decision makers should be able to formulate quantitatively supported business cases in order to
initiate business process improvement initiatives.
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5. Analyses interpretations
The previous chapter discussed the analysis results; this chapter will interpret these results, and
translate them into several redesign directions. First, in Subsection 5.1 the results from the Process
Mining Project Methodology are interpreted. Subsequently, Subsection 5.2 discusses the results for
the CRISP-DM methodology for both bottleneck activities.

5.1 PMPM analysis results
The process mining project methodology lead to a set of results that can be interpreted as following:








Loan and credit products are sold most frequently (>80% of the sales volume)
Sales volumes increased slightly over the past years for the banks within the scope of this
study. Three banks grew however, two as a result of a merger between two banks, one as a
result of a data migration.
Sales are lowest in July and August as a result of the holiday period. Sales are highest in
November and December, as business prepare for the next year.
There is little flexibility in how employees can operate the BBS sales process
It is possible to override BBS to finalize financing proposals according to a non-standard
procedure.
Two bottleneck activities: financieringsopzet and fiattering, contribute to over 38% and 31%
of the total time until financing certainty respectively.

5.2. CRISP-DM analysis results
The CRISP-DM analyses lead to a set of results that can be interpreted as following:






The company size, the value of existing loans and credits and their associated collaterals, as
well as the newly sold loans, credits and collaterals are more frequently lower when the
bottleneck activities are finished within one day. This might be related to the case
complexity, high value products are often more complex and require a more extensive
analysis and more documentation which leads to longer processing times.
Most categorical variables influence the completion time of the bottleneck activities.
The relative percentual differences and boxplots contributed to the understanding of these
influences.
Domain experts were able to formulate likely root causes from the detailed variable
analyses. These root causes provide too much detail to be included in the report, instead
they are provided in Appendix 12.6 and 12.7.

To assess some kind of interaction effect the correlations between all numerical variables were
computed. The results can be interpreted as following:




The total existing obligo value correlated with the new obligo, the legal structure count and
the total value of existing collaterals. The most interesting insight is the correlation between
the number of legal structures in the financing group. When the total obligo and collaterals
are high, this often involves more complicated financing groups.
The annual turnover and number of employees that work for a company is correlated. This is
to be expected as both are indicators for the company size. Of these, the annual turnover is
the best indicator.
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The analysis and decision level are strongly correlated with each other, this was to be
expected as both are indicators for the proposal complexity. Interestingly, both are not
strongly correlated with other variables, while both the analysis and decision levels are
computed based on the input of these variables.

Conditional inference trees were used to find the variables that were most influential in making a
distinction between activities that were finished within a day or not. Also this methodology took into
account some kind of interaction effects between these variables. Based on both the statistical
methods and conditional inference trees an in depth interpretation of the results is provided for the
most influential bottlenecks.
Root causes bottleneck 1: financieringsopzet
The conditional inference trees prioritized the decision level, risk level, number of existing
collaterals, bank code, collaterals per proposal, and the total value of previously sold products. The
individual effects of these can be derived from the statistical analysis in Appendix12.6, Figure 25, 29,
33, 36 and 38. The results can be interpreted as following:








Cases with a low decision level are processed by only one person, this eliminates additional
waiting times caused by third parties which has a positive effect on the processing time.
Lower risk ratings usually involve less complex cases, which has an effect on the processing
time, an exception is risk level 20. Advisors change the risk level to 20 when a client is in
default for three months subsequently. The client is then transferred to a special care unit.
This is an administrative task explaining the high likelihood to be processed within a day.
The client analysis involves analysing existing collaterals; more collaterals require more
analysis which has an effect on the processing time.
The client analysis involves analysing existing new collaterals; more collaterals require more
analysis which has an effect on the processing time.
Cases are locally processed differently, with for example a different prioritization
The client analysis involves analysing existing products, more products and more valuable
products require more analysis which has an effect on the processing time.

Additionally a set of variables is identified that would most likely be influential but were not
included in the scope:




The number of requests per employee
The quality of the bank employees
The experience of the bank employees
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Root causes bottleneck 2: fiattering
The conditional inference trees prioritized the decision level and bank code. The individual effects of
as shown in Appendix 12.7 Figure 49 and 53, lead to the following root causes:



Cases with a low decision level are processed by only one person, this eliminates additional
waiting times caused by third parties which has a positive effect on the processing time.
Cases are locally processed differently, with for example a different prioritization

Additionally a set of variables is identified that would most likely be influential but were not included
in the scope:




The number of requests per employee
The quality of the bank employees
The experience of the bank employees

Domain experts added an additional note considering the execution of end-to-end the sales process
at a local bank level. There has been no explicit communication about the desirable execution of the
process: first collect all relevant documents and clearly identify the client’s needs, second create a
financing proposal in BBS. This free interpretation might explain the large differences between the
different local banks.
Altogether, the root causes for the process delays can be found in three categories:
1) Financing proposal analysis complexity: more complex proposals require more processing
time. Indicators for analysis complexity are:
 Number of existing products
 Number of existing collaterals
 Risk level
 Etc.
2) Financing proposal decision level: In general the higher the decision level, the higher the
processing time as a result of additional people who have to approve the proposal. For
confidentiality reasons, the decision levels are replaced with fictional approval roles:
1. Role A
2. Role B
3. Role C
4. Role D
5. Role E
6. Role F
3) Local bank that handles the financing proposal: there is a large difference in the case
handling speed between different banks. The root causes cannot be determined from the
data. However, adding the following variables to the analysis might:
 The number of requests per employee
 The quality of the bank employees
 The experience of the bank employees
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6. Validation
The previous chapter discussed how the analysis results are interpreted. A subset of three root
causes was identified: the financing proposal analysis complexity, decision level, and the responsible
local bank. Two of these root causes have been validated on the entire population of local banks.
Ironically, for complexity reasons the proposal complexity was excluded from this validation step.
The effect of the two variables is tested on the time until financing certainty, and not on the
completion times per activity as in the previous chapters. The results are presented in Figure 16 and
17, these figures should be interpreted as following:
The colours represent the 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% time until financing certainty quantiles. For
example, in Figure 16, each coloured bar corresponds to a Rabobank branch. For each branch, the
25% fastest cases are handled within the red bar; the fastest 50% are finished within the red and
green bar, and so on. The same is true of Figure 17, where each bar represents a decision level.
Both figures correspond with the conclusions drawn in the previous chapter: the decision level and
local branch have a large influence on the time until financing certainty.

Figure 16 Validation influence local Rabobank branch on time until financing certainty

Figure 17 Validation influence decision level on time until financing certainty
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7. Redesign
The previous chapters provided a detailed description of the used methodology and the analysis
results, as well as a short validation of these results. This section adresses a set of redesign
directions. First, Section 7.1 discusses a set of process related redesigns. In the second section a set
of organisational redesigns are provided. Altogether, this section provides answers to the second
research question:
RQ 2

How should the current process be redesigned to reduce the time until financing
certainty?

7.1 Process redesign
From the previous sections it has become clear that 70% of the time until financing certainty is
associated with two activities: the financieringsopzet and the fiattering. For both, a set of influencing
variables was prioritized and for these a set of root causes was formulated. The most important
variable is the decision level. Another strong influencer was the branch responsible for the execution
of the process, as well as the proposal analysis complexity. This leads to three redesign options:
Decision level:
1) Increase the meeting frequency of the relevant departments and roles.
2) Reconsider the rule base that determines the decision level. Cases that are completely
handled by the same advisor tend to be completed fastest. However, from a risk perspective
additional research is required to determine which cases would be eligible for a decision
level reduction.
Bank Code:
1) Explicitly communicate that it is desirable to first collect all relevant documents and clearly
identify the client’s needs, before time is spend on creating a financing proposal in BBS.
2) Direct more clients through the online VBF channel, this channel collects client needs and
documents eliminating the possibility that the process is started too early. Micro
campaigning could help to achieve this goal.
Analysis complexity:
1) Simplify the analysis of existing products and collaterals related to the financing group. For
example with analysis tooling.
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7.2 Organizational redesign
The current approach faced some organizational limitations that will have to be resolved to
optimally benefit from the QRCA approach. In this section, these limitations are described and
possible solutions are provided in the subsequent paragraphs. First, limitations considering the
throughput time of similar studies is referred to. Second, the lack of integral case identifiers is
discussed. Third, the distance between the analyst and the process operators is considered a
limitation and finally, some limitations regarding newly implemented processes are discussed.
Throughput time
First, it has proven to be extremely time consuming to gain accordance to access the required
information for this study. This process took approximately two months of time. Second, the
accessibility of the information has also proven to be an issue. Retrieving the necessary information
and transporting it to the analysis environment took another two months. Third, the accessibility of
working stations was a limitation. Due to the high security restrictions the number of working
stations was limited. This issue was resolved but this also contributed to a delay of an additional
month. Altogether, creating a standard procedure for the collection of raw data from production
systems could strongly reduce the throughput time for similar quantitative root cause analysis
initiatives.
Identifiers
The scope of this study was limited to the BBS system due to technical limitations. It was not
possible to reverse engineer which activities in Siebel were related to the financing proposals in BBS.
The same was true for the online VBF environment. This complicates creating a process model of the
complete end-to-end process, from orientation to actual sales.
An integral identifier should be introduced to connect Siebel activities to production systems. This
change should not be limited to the scope of this study, nor should it be implemented loosely.
Integration for all key processes will enable accurately quantifying customer journeys using process
mining techniques. Also this would enable discovering their root causes with similar data mining
approaches as presented in this thesis. Given the time associated with the creation of historical data,
Rabobank should be expeditious with these implementations. When this step is taken, it would be
wise to internally educate customer journey specialists to get familiar with process mining, as well as
to introduce them to departments as the Advanced Data Analytics department. This department
could assist them with the more advanced analytics to quantify root causes for the discovered
bottlenecks.
Distance to local banks
This thesis was performed for the corporate finance department, and executed at the advanced data
analytics department. Within the first there is a vast amount of knowledge considering the corporate
finance processes within the bank. The second is a centre of expertise for advanced analytics.
However, both do not have close ties with the local banks. This is problematic as these local banks
play a key role in making sense of the link between the data and practice.
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VBF
VBF is the online front end of the sales process for corporate finance products. It is built on a work
flow management system and therefore exceptionally well equipped for process mining initiatives.
During this study, as a proof of concept we implemented tooling that enables process mining for this
particular process. The number of cases is limited at the time, and the VBF process cannot be
connected yet to the sold products in BBS which lead to the exclusion of this part of the process in
this study. However the potential of this tooling is great. The tooling can be implemented for
different processes relatively easily, which enables process mining on all processes that work on this
work flow management system.
The minimal required attributes are:






Case ID
Case creation time
Case status and resolved date/time
Stage name, start date/time, and completion date/time
Task name, start date/time, and completion date/time

The attributes provided above enable process mining on a stage and task level, two examples are
shown in Appendix 12.9. This enables spotting bottlenecks at a stage (Figure 65) and task level
(Figure 66).
To enable benchmarking it is strongly recommended to enrich the event log with the following
attributes (these are already available in the system but will have to be manually exposed):










Bank Code
Customer industry code (SBI)
Customer branch
Customer type
Financing needs
Branche
Client type
Role ID

As noted before, an additional integral case id should be introduced to enable end-to-end process
mining as well as quantitative root cause analysis.
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8. Conclusions and recommendations
The previous chapters provided a detailed description of the performed research. In this last
chapter, we provide a recap of how this research contributes to scientific knowledge and to
improving process performance at the Rabobank cooperation. First, Section 8.1 reflects on the
scientific contribution of this report. Second, the answers to the research are provided in Section
8.2. The latter is followed by a set of process related and organizational recommendations for
Rabobank Nederland in Section 8.3. Finally, in Section 8.4, the recommendations for further research
are discussed.

8.1 Scientific contribution
This section places this thesis in the perspective of its scientific contribution. As discussed earlier,
this report aims to further explore event log driven root cause analysis approaches within a BPM
setting, as well as to provide empirical evidence for its applicability in practice.
The Quantitative Root Cause Analysis methodology is the result of the exploration of this research
area. According to Schep (2015), little research had been done on quantitative methods that explain
why these process delays exist. This study proposed such a quantitative approach by combining the
Process Mining Project Methodology introduced by Van der Heijden (2012), and the CRISP-DM
methodology described by Shearer(2000). This approach is referred to as Quantiative Root Cause
Analysis and is explained in detail in this report. As a result this thesis can be used as a guideline to
perform similar quantitative root cause analysis initatives. Additionally, the identification of
additional research directions might also add to the future exploration of this research area. An
important direction is the verification of the proposed methodology on different processes, event
logs of different types of systems and in different industries. Another direction is the application of
different modelling techniques; examples could be completion time prediction and churn analysis.
Schep (2015) also stated that authors working on this topic are scarce and that empirical evidence
for the applicability of similar approaches is limited. This report does not only provide a theoretical
example of this novel QRCA approach, it also provides emperical evidence for its applicability in
practice. This study has thoroughly discussed the results and limitation of the approach and it has
become clear that a quantitative approach is able to effectively identify root causes for process
inefficiencies. Additionally, there were many insights that provided room for thought that would
most probably not have been identified with qualitative approaches. This provides evidence of the
value of quantitative approaches for root cause analysis.
Additionally, authors such as Suriadi et al. (2013), Leoni et al. (2014), and Ferreira & Evgeni (2015)
studied some combination of event logs and decision trees from a root cause analysis perspective.
Empirical evidence for their performance on real-life event logs however was limited. This thesis
supports their work as it provides evidence for the applicability of statistical methods and
conditional inference (decision) trees for root cause analysis on process delays discovered from
event logs.
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8.2 Answers to research questions
This section will systematically provide answers to the research questions that were discussed in the
problem description. First the first research question and the related sub questions are elaborated
on. Second, the second research question is discussed.
RQ 1: How does quantitative root cause analysis perform as a methodology to discover latent
root causes for observed process behaviour?
Quantitative Root Cause Analysis performs well for highly structured business processes such as the
studied sales process. The approach did not only validate root causes that were assumed to be true,
but also discovered several influences that would most probably have been missed if qualitative
approaches were used. However, due to the long waiting times involved with gaining accordance
and access to the required data, a qualitative approach might be faster (yet less reliable) at this
stadium. It is expected however, that when similar projects are executed more often, this
unnecessary waiting time could be dramatically reduced.
RQ 1.1: Which bottlenecks can be discovered in the sales process for business clients?
RQ 1.2: What is the impact of these bottlenecks?
The first set of subquestions can be answered as following: two bottleneck activities are identified
within the scope of this study. These activities are completed before the client receives financing
certainty. The first bottleneck is the “financieringsopzet” activity, this acitivity contributes to over
38% of the time until financing certainty. The second bottleneck is the “fiatteren” activity which
contributes to approximately 31% the time until financing certainty.
RQ 1.3: What are the root causes for these bottlenecks?
RQ 1.4: Which techniques can be used to discover these latent root causes?
RQ 1.5: Which factors have not been included in the analysis but are likely to influence the time
until financing certainty?
The root causes are discussed per bottleneck. Altogether, for the “financieringsopzet” activity the
root causes for the process delays can be found in three categories:
1) Financing proposal analysis complexity: more complex proposals require more processing
time.
2) Financing proposal decision level: In general the higher the decision level, the higher the
processing time as a result of additional people who have to approve the proposal.
3) Local bank that handles the financing proposal: there is a large difference in the case
handling speed between different banks. The root causes for this cannot be determined
from the data
The differences in processing speed between the studied banks could not be derived from the data.
However some factors are likely to influence the local branch performance. Examples of these are
the work load per employee, as well as the experience and quality of these employees. The
prioritization or routing of cases might also be influential.
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For the “fiattering” activity the root causes for the process delays can be found in two categories:
1. Financing proposal decision level: In general the higher the decision level, the higher the
processing time as a result of additional people who have to approve the proposal.
2. Local bank that handles the financing proposal: there is a large difference in the case
handling speed between different banks. The root causes for this cannot be determined
from the data
Interestingly, while both bottlenecks are independent, they seem to have similar root causes.
Several techniques were used to come to these conclusions. To quantify statistical differences
between high and low performing groups a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of (dis)continuous,
one-dimensional probability distributions can be used. For categorical variables, Pearson's chisquared test (Agresti & Hoboken, 2007) is appropriate. To determine how these groups are different,
the relative percentual frequency is a useful measure. Within-group differences can be assessed
using boxplots, visualizing the time until task completion between the different categories.
To prioritize variables that influence the performance of bottleneck activities, and to find possible
interaction effects conditional inference trees are useful. This technique combines the statistical
tests described above with decision tree algorithms and is easier to interpret. As the QRCA
methodology is independent of the used modelling technique, many other techniques can be used,
however, as these were not used, they are not discussed in this report. Choosing the right
techniques depending on the problem context remains the responsibility of the analyst.
As mentioned before, several variables were not included in the scope. Domain experts provided a
set of likely root causes that could not be tested. For example, clients can forget to provide
important documents on time, while the advisor already starts the process, causing additional
waiting time in the process. Also, it is possible that the client or advisor did not manage to clearly
define the product requirements, but that the sales process is started anyway. This will cause
additional waiting time in the process, as the client and advisor need to get in touch a second time
to discuss the requirements. Additionally, there is the simple fact that unexperienced advisors
usually spend more time on cases than experienced colleagues, and that local banks with an unusual
high workload might perform less well.
RQ 2

How should the current process be redesigned to reduce the time until financing
certainty?

The last research question considers the redesign objectives. From a process point of view
performance can be improved in three ways. There is much to be gained by addressing the issues
related to the decision level, bank code and the complexity of the analysis. First, increasing the
processing speed of the relevant departments and roles would result in shorter delays. Increasing
their periodical meeting frequency would be one solution. Furthermore reconsidering the derivation
of the decision level itself could be beneficial. The latter however, would require additional research.
Second, it is desirable to first collect all relevant documents and clearly identify the client’s needs,
before time is spend on creating a financing proposal in BBS. This should avoid unnecessary waiting
time later in the process. Directing more clients through the online VBF channel, would achieve even
better results, as documents and financing requirements will be provided online, before the first
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meeting takes place. Third, simplification of the financing group analysis could cut processing times
significantly. The latter would probably require the development of new tooling however, which
might not be feasible in short term.

8.3 Recommendations for Rabobank Nederland
Based on the results of the Quantitative Root Cause Analysis a set of recommendations is
formulated. First, a set of recommendations regarding the operational performance of the sales
process for corporate clients is provided. Second, additional recommendations are listed to improve
the potential for process mining applications within the Rabobank cooperation.
Operational
From an operational perspective the following is recommended:
Investigate the possibility to simplify the analysis of the financing groups, e.g. with new tooling.
First, simplify the process for the analysis of existing customers, this will result in a faster processing
times.
Investigate the possibility to increase the meeting frequency of the relevant departments and
roles.
Second, the additional waiting time introduced by these roles, is mainly due to the assessment of
cases in periodical cycles. Therefore the processing time would benefit from shortening these cycles.
Figure 17 in Chapter 6 can be used as basis for a cost benefit analysis for possible solutions.
Investigate the possibility to increase the percentage of cases granted a lower decision level.
Third, reconsidering the derivation of the decision level itself could be beneficial as lower decision
levels are processed faster. The latter however, would require additional research from a risk
perspective. Again, Figure 17 in Chapter 6 can be used as basis for the cost benefit analysis.
Derive best practices by studying operational differences between high and low performing banks
using the results from Figure 16, Chapter 6. Implement these at low performing branches.
Fourth, the root cause why the local branch has such a large influence on the time until financing
certainty could not be derived from the data and should therefore be found at the local Rabobank
branches. Benchmarking can help to identify best practices that can be implemented to improve
performance.
Consider excluding low performing branches from the marketing budget for retail products using
the results from Figure 16, Chapter 6 (and an identical analysis for the performance in the past
months)
Last, measures need to be taken to stimulate the performance of underperforming local branches.
Measures such as allocation of marketing budget for specific product type based on the
performance of the bank need to be further investigated.
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Organisational
From an organisational perspective the following is recommended:
Create a well-known efficient standard procedure for the data collection from production systems.
First, long data collection throughput times unnecessarily devalue data driven approaches. A shorter
collection phase can significantly reduce the data-to-cash timespan. Well-known standard
procedures should lead to shorter collection times.
Introduce an integral case identifier to connect case related data between different systems.
Second, quantifying complete end-to-end processes is technically impossible due to the use of a
network of different systems for different parts of the process. An integral case identifier would
solve these issues, enabling to follow a case through every system along the process. In this
particular case BBS, Siebel and VBF need to be connected.
Increase collaboration between process operators and process analysts.
Third, local bank employees can play a huge role in providing clarity and meaning to the information
stored in event logs as well as help with the interpretation of the analysis results. Additionally,
increased collaboration can provide valuable employee buy-in which should increase the feasibility
of implementing improvements.
Enrich the already operational event log creation tool.
Fourth, the set of attributes provided in Table 14 enables process mining on a relatively newly
implemented part of the sales process. In order to attract customers to make use of this online
channel, it must work optimal for any type of customer. Enriching the process log can identify
problems that might occur for certain types of customers. Ideally, one would also integrate the net
promotor score as an attribute. The latter would enable pinpointing issues fairly easy as comparison
between high and low rated cases is possible.
Table 14 Enriched event log attributes

Process mining
Case ID
Bank Code
Case creation time
Case status and resolved date/time
Stage name, start date/time, and completion date/time
Task name, start date/time, and completion date/time

Analysis enrichment
Customer industry code (SBI)
Customer branch
Customer type
Financing needs
Branche
Client type
Role ID
Net Promotor Score

Attract or train an employee who can focus on analysing these logs with for example process
mining tools like Disco.
Finally, in order to build expertise with process and/or data mining, it is wise to attract or train
employees within the departments that are responsible for these processes. Process mining
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techniques are fairly easy to pick up for roles as business analysts. These employees could familiarize
colleagues with the applicability of process mining, and play an important role in making business
process redesign initiatives more data driven. Two examples of the direct application of process
mining within the ZRF department are provided in Appendix 12.9. This appendix shows process
models derived from the event log as provided in Table 14 on both a stage and a task level. The
relevance for this role increases as more cases are handled through applications similar to VBF.

8.4 Recommendations for further research
The previous section provided a set of organizational and operational recommendations. This
section lists the recommendations for future research.
Research the effectiveness of quantitative root cause analysis for different processes.
First of all, this thesis focused on a sales process in the financial sector. For these types of processes,
the client can have a large influence on the completion time of the sales process as there are many
external dependencies. More administrative processes might be less prone to external
dependencies, increasing the probability that root causes can be discovered in the enriched event
logs. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate how the quantitative root cause analysis
approach performs for processes with different levels of external dependencies.
Investigate the effectiveness of quantitative root cause analysis for different performance metrics.
Second, the performance metric investigated in this study was time, more specifically, the time until
financing certainty. Given different business problems, different performance metrics could be
defined. A few examples of different performance metrics could be the net promotor score or churn
percentages. If the quantitative root cause analysis approach can be used for a wide range of
performance issues, it greatly increases the relevance of the approach.
Study the effectiveness of quantitative root cause analysis for with different data mining
techniques.
Third, this study used statistical methods and conditional inference trees as modelling techniques.
However, there is a broad range of data mining techniques available that could increase the
applicability of this methodology greatly. Future research should study the use of predictive
modelling techniques to not only discover which variables influence the processing time, but also to
predict by how much.
Analyse the effectiveness of quantitative root cause analysis in different industries.
Last, as was noted earlier, processes within the financial industry are quite structured in nature.
There are different industries however where this is not the case. Clinical paths in the healthcare
sector for example are much more unstructured and this makes it harder to spot bottlenecks.
Additionally, the features that might influence the clinical path of a patient, are much different from
the ones involved in an administrative process. Future research should analyse the effectiveness of
quantitative root cause analysis in processes in different industries such as the healthcare sector.
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9. Discussion and limitations
The previous chapters have discussed the problem context up to eventual conclusions and
recommendations. This section discusses the limitations of Quantitative Root Cause Analysis
approach.
First of all, this paper focuses on quantitative root cause analysis. One of the main limitations of this
type of quantitative research is at its very foundation; it relies on data which is per definition an
interpretation of reality. It is rarely well documented how this data should be interpreted, which
leaves room for interpretation bias. Additionally, in practice, high data quality is not always
guaranteed. Therefore, the success of this approach is highly dependent on the availability, quality
and correct interpretation of the data.
Second, this paper focuses on a major part of, but not the whole end-to-end process. The approach
should be tested on combined event logs from the different systems involved in the sales process to
cover the whole end-to-end process. Because this combination was unfeasible within the timeframe
of this study, the event log of only one type of system was studied. Additional research is needed to
study the effectiveness of the approach when event logs of different systems are combined.
Third, this study zoomed in on two types of frequently sold products. Additional research is needed
to see how this method would perform when less frequent cases are considered. It would be
interesting to know if this approach is applicable to explain exceptional behaviour.
Fourth, this study used statistical methods and conditional inference trees to discover root causes
for process delays at bottleneck activities. These methods were effective, but will not be applicable
in every situation. Therefore, additional research is needed to see how different methods perform
on similar and different problems. In industries with highly standardized processes for example, it
might be possible to predict processing times or the probability that a case will churn at some point
in the process.
The final limitation of our approach is the fact that the studied process is a well-structured sales
process in the financial sector. The quantitative root cause analysis approach should be tested in
different sectors on less structured processes such as clinical paths in the healthcare domain.
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11.

Definitions and abbreviations

RQ

Research question

QRCA

Quantitative Root Cause Analysis as described in this report.

BPM

Business Process management as described in (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, &
Reijers, 2013).

FTE

Full-time equivalent; a unit that indicates the full time workload of one employed
person.

PMPM

Process Mining Project Methodology as described by (Van der Heijden, 2012).

CRISP-DM

CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining as described by (Wirth & Hipp,
2000).

Percentual frequency

Measure to identify if a certain category relatively occurs within one group.

Relative
frequencies

percentual Measure to identify if a certain category relatively occurs more or less frequently
in different groups.

Disco

Process mining tooling.

R

R is a programming language and software environment for statistical computing
and graphics.

Post mortem event log

Event log with cases that have been completed in the past.

Siebel

Rabobank’s curstomer relationship management system.

VBF

Online environment where clients provide the bank with their needs and the
necessary required information for corporate finance products.

BBS

Rabobank’s corporate finance production system. It can be seen as a digital
archive for all created (and sold) financing proposals of the bank.

Obligo

Total value of all financial products that have previously been sold to the client.

Bijzonder beheer/

Department that handles clients who are in default.

Special risk management
Financing group

Group of companies/legal structures to which products are sold to.

Head of Financing group

Company that is considered the main beneficiary of the financing group.
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12.

Appendices

Appendix 12.1 PMPM data exploration

Figure 18 Absolute and relative activity frequency filtered process log

Figure 19 Detailed process model corporate finance sales process
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Appendix 12.2 process mining process model

Figure 20 Discovered process model
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Appendix 12.3 Independent variables
Bank_Code
The bank code represent the bank which handles the financing proposal. Four banks are studied,
their names are fictional for confidentiality reasons:
 Bank A
 Bank B
 Bank C
 Bank D
Annual_turn_over
Number representing annual turnover of the head of the financing group in euros.
Total_Employees
The client’s (company) number of employees as is stored in Siebel at the local bank.
Sector_Code
Code which represents the sector in which the client operates in. Their names are fictional for
confidentiality reasons:




Sector A
Sector B
Sector C

Sub_Sector_Code
Code which represents a more specific sector in which the client operates in. Their names are
fictional for confidentiality reasons:
 12
Subsector A
 22
Subsector B
 23
Subsector C
 27
Subsector D
 28
Subsector E
 29
Subsector F

Heaf_FG_Legal_Str_Code
Code which represents the legal structure of the head of the financing group.
Legal_Str_Count
Number representing the number of legal structures within a financing group.
Natural_Person_Count
Number representing the number of responsible people within a financing group.
ALC
Number representing the analysis level for the financing proposal. Which party will perform the
analysis is dependent from this code. The analysis levels represent the following roles that should
perform the analysis, their names are fictional for confidentiality reasons:
 1
Role A
 2
Role B
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3
4
5

Role C
Role D
Role E

DLC
Number representing the decision level for the financing proposal. Which party will perform the
acceptation is dependent from this code. The decision levels represent the following roles that
should decide on the proposal, their names are fictional for confidentiality reasons:







1
2
3
4
5
6

Role A
Role B
Role C
Role D
Role E
Role F

Num_Exist_Prod
Number representing the number of all products that have been sold to the financing group in the
past.
Tot_Obl_Exist_Prod
Number representing the total value of all products that have been sold to the financing group in the
past.
Num_Exist_Col
Number representing the number of all collaterals that have been sold to the financing group in the
past.
Tot_Val_Exist_Col
Number representing the value of all collaterals that have been sold to the financing group in the
past.
Klantsegment
This variable is removed from the appendices for confidentiality reasons.
Proposal_obligo
Number representing the total value of all new products in the financing proposal in euros.
Proposal_collateral
Number representing the total value of all new products in the financing proposal in euros.
Risk_lev
Number representing the risk category to whom the financing proposal belongs to.
Products_per_proposal
Number representing the number of products in the financing proposal
Collaterals_per_proposal
Number representing the number of collaterals in the financing proposal
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Appendix 12.4 CRISP-DM data exploration
Table 15 Summary numerical data mining variables

Annual_turn_over
Total_Employees
Legal_Str_Count
Natural_Person_Count
Terms_Count
ALC
DLC
Num_Exist_Prod
Tot_Obl_Exist_Prod
Num_Exist_Col
Tot_Val_Exist_Col
Risk_lev
Proposal_obligo
Proposal_collateral
Products_per_proposal
Collaterals_per_proposal

Min.

1st Qu.

Median

Mean

3rd Qu.

Max.

1
0
0
1
1
1

1
1
0
1
1
3

1
2
0
3
3
4

2.127
1.909
0.2254
2.8
2.913
4.065

2
2
0
3
5
5

54
22
11
5
6
10

1

2

2

2.383

3

6

0

12

14

13.98

16

20

1
0

1
0

1
0

1.246
0.5865

1
1

5
4
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Appendix 12.5 statistical methods example code

Figure 21 Number of sold products per bank, year, and product type

Figure 22 Seasonal patterns: number of sold products over time
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Appendix 12.6 statistical methods bottleneck 1
The company size (in both annual turnover and the number of employees) is relatively more likely
to be smaller if the Financieringsopzet is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the type of products that these customers require.

Figure 23 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis annual turnover

Figure 24 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of employees
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Lower total values for previously sold proposals (both obligo and collaterals) are more likely to be
lower if the Financieringsopzet is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the increase in complexity, and the additional notes that must be taken when
higher values are present.

Figure 25 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis value of existing products

Figure 26 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis value of existing collaterals
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Lower total values for newly sold proposals (both obligo and collaterals) are more likely to be lower
if the Financieringsopzet is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the increase in complexity, and the additional notes that must be taken when
higher values are present.

Figure 27 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis value of new products

Figure 28 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis value of new collaterals
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the executing banks are
bank A and C.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is clearly higher at
bank C.
Additional notes:
There has been a migration of financial products towards bank D, one would expect this to affect the
completion times for this activity. However this seems to be not the case.
Likely root cause root are:





The number of requests per employee (not in scope)
The quality of the bank employees (not in scope)
The experience of the bank employees (not in scope)
Cases are locally processed differently, with for example a different prioritization

Figure 29 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis responsible local bank
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that there is only one legal
structure in the financing group.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
when there are multiple legal structures in the financing group.
Likely root causes:


Additional legal structures increase the analysis complexity

Figure 30 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of legal structures in financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is no significant difference between the groups under study.

Figure 31 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of responsible people in financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal analysis
level is 1 or 2
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
when the proposal analysis level is 3 or 5
Additional notes:
The analysis levels represent the following fictional roles that should decide on the proposal:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Role A
Role B
Role C
Role D
Role E
Role F

Analysis level 4 does not occur.
Likely root causes:


Analysis level 3 and 5 involve analysis by a third party, which has an effect on the processing
time.

Figure 32 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis proposal analysis level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal decision
level is 1 or 2
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
when the proposal decision level is 3, 4, 5 or 6.
When Rabobank Netherlands is involved, processing times are similar to decision level 1 and 2.
Additional notes:
The analysis levels represent the following fictional roles that should decide on the proposal:
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Role A
Role B
Role C
Role D
Role E
Role F

Bank employees estimate:




Role C consumes two to three additional days
Role E consumes four to seven additional days
If one of these declines the proposal the first time, additional days are highly likely

Likely root causes:


Decision level 3, 4 and 5 involve decisions by a third party, and different level of details that
must be added in the notes, which has an effect on the processing time.

Figure 33 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis proposal decision level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the number of existing
products for that particular client is lower (<=3)
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, there is no clear pattern which indicates
that a relation between the number of existing products and the processing time.
Likely root causes:


The client analysis involves analyzing existing products, more products require more analysis
which has an effect on the processing time. And thus on the probability that the analysis is
finished the same day.

Figure 34 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of existing products
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the number of existing
collaterals for that particular client is lower (<=2)
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, a higher number of existing collaterals
corresponds to a higher processing time.
Likely root causes:


The client analysis involves analyzing existing collaterals, more collaterals require more
analysis which has an effect on the processing time.

Figure 35 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of existing collaterals
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the risk level associated
with the proposal is lower (<=13) or level 20 (related to special risk management)
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
for higher risk levels
Additional notes:
In practice, risk levels are used in clusters of similar risk ratings: R12:13; R14:16; R17:19
Lower risk levels (R1:R11) are rare and usually involve products with high obligo values for corporate
and governmental clients, these were expected to be more time consuming, the opposite seems to
be true.
Likely root causes:


Advisors change the risk level to 20 when a client is in default for three months
subsequently. The client is then transferred to a special care unit. This is an administrative
task explaining the high likelihood to be processed within a day.



Higher risk ratings usually involve more complex cases, which has an effect on the
throughput time.

Figure 36 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis proposal risk level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a no significant difference between the groups under study.

Figure 37 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of products in proposal
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that there are no collaterals
related to the sold proposal.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
when there are collaterals related to the proposal.
Likely root causes:


The client analysis involves analyzing existing new collaterals, more collaterals require more
analysis which has an effect on the processing time.

Figure 38 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis number of collaterals in proposal
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that clients operate in the
trade, industry and service sector.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally lower
for Sector A clients.
Additional notes:
Sector codes are fictional for confidentiality reasons and represented as following categories:
1. Sector A
2. Sector B
3. Sector C
Likely root causes:
The root cause is unknown. Bank employees expected the Financieringsopzet for cases in the trade,
industry and service sector to be finished fastest, because this type of clients is more common.
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Figure 39 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis company sector
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the client operates in
the diary subsector.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally lower
when client operates in the diary subsector.
Additional notes:
Subsector codes represent the following categories:
12) Subsector A
22) Subsector B
23) Subsector C
27) Subsector D
28) Subsector E
29) Subsector F
Likely root causes:


Probable root causes are not yet identified.

Figure 40 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis most frequent specific company sectors
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is more likely that the head of the
financing group has a legal structure B or D.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher
for private companies.
Additional notes:
Legal structure codes are fictional for confidentiality reasons and represented as following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Legal structure A
Legal structure B
Legal structure C
Legal structure D

Likely root causes:



Legal structure A is the most complex, and legal structure B & D are the least complex legal
structure.
The C and D legal structures are both partnerships that are handled equally. However, the C
partnerships tend to have higher obligo’s and operate in different sectors which could cause
this difference.
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Figure 41 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis most frequent legal structure head of financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Financieringsopzet is finished within one day, it is less likely that the client is a corporate
client.
Boxplots
When the Financieringsopzet is not finished within one day, the processing times are similar for all
client segments.
Additional notes:
 Retail clients have an obligo <=1 million
 Corporate clients are handled by Rabobank Netherlands
Likely root causes:



Retail clients a generally smaller, which has an effect on the complexity of their products.
Rabobank Netherlands handles cases more efficiently.

Confidential

Figure 42 Bottleneck financieringsopzet: statistical analysis client segment
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Appendix 12.7 statistical methods bottleneck 2
The company size (in both annual turnover and the number of employees) is relatively more likely
to be smaller if the Fiattering is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the type of products that these customers require.

Figure 43 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis annual turnover

Figure 44 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of employees
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Lower total values for previously sold proposals (both obligo and collaterals) are more likely to be
lower if the Fiattering is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the increase in complexity, and the additional notes that must be taken when
higher values are present.

Figure 45 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis value existing products

Figure 46 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis value existing collaterals
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Lower total values for newly sold proposals (both obligo and collaterals) are more likely to be lower
if the Fiattering is finished the same day.
A likely root cause is the increase in complexity, and the additional notes that must be taken when
higher values are present.

Figure 47 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis value new products

Figure 48 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis value new collaterals
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the bank code is C or D.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally lower for bank B
Additional notes:
There has been a migration of financial products towards bank D, one would expect this to affect the
completion times for this activity. However this seems to be not the case. The bank names are
fictional for confidentiality reasons.
Likely root causes:






The number of requests per employee (not in scope)
The quality of the bank employees (not in scope)
The experience of the bank employees (not in scope)
The type of products sold
Cases are locally processed differently, with for example a different prioritization

Figure 49 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis responsible local bank
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is no significant influence of the number people related to the financing group.

Figure 50 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of legal structures in financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the number of people in the
financing group is lower (<3)
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is higher when there are no
known people in the financing group.
Likely root causes:



More people in the financing group are involved in the decision making process, which
increases the probability that the processing time will exceed one day.
It is unknown why the processing time is higher when there are no known people in the
financial proposal.

Figure 51 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of responsible people in financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal analysis level is 1 or
2.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher when the
proposal analysis level is 3 or 5.
Additional notes:
These levels represent the roles that should execute the analysis, the role names are fictional for
confidentiality reasons:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Role A
Role B
Role C
Role D
Role E

Analysis level 4 does not occur.
Likely root causes:


A likely root cause is the additional desks that needed to be passed for higher analysis levels.
This also adds to the amount of notes to be taken.

Figure 52 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis proposal analysis level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal decision level is 1, 2
or 6.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher when the
proposal decision level is 3, 4, 5 or 6.
Additional notes:
The decision levels represent the following roles that should decide on the proposal, the role names
are fictional for confidentiality reasons:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Role A
Role B
Role C
Role D
Role E
Role F

Bank employees estimate:




Role C consumes two to three additional days
Role E consumes four to seven additional days
If one of these declines the proposal the first time, additional days are highly likely

Likely root causes:



Decision level 3, 4, 5 and 6 involve decisions by a third party.
Depending on the decision level, notes with a different level of detail are taken, which has
an effect on the processing time.

Figure 53 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis proposal decision level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the number of existing products
is lower (<=3)
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher when the
number of existing products is higher.
Likely root causes:


The number of existing products has an effect on the number of notes that have to be taken,
which contributes to the processing time.

Figure 54 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of existing products
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is no significant difference between the groups under study.

Figure 55 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of existing collaterals
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the risk level associated with the
proposal is between 13 and 18, or level 20.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally slightly higher for
higher risk levels.
Additional notes:
In practice, risk levels are used in clusters of similar risk ratings: R12:13; R14:16; R17:19
Lower risk levels (R1:R11) are rare and usually involve products with high obligo values for corporate
and governmental clients, these were expected to be more time consuming.
Likely root causes:
 Advisors change the risk level to 20 when a client is in default for three months
subsequently. The client is then transferred to a special care unit. This is an administrative
task explaining the high likelihood to be processed within a day.


Lower risk levels (R1:R11) are rare and usually involve products with a high obligo values for
corporate and governmental clients, these were expected to be more time consuming



In practice, risk levels are used in clusters of similar risk ratings: R12:13; R14:16; R17:19
these are associated with higher processing times respectively.

Figure 56 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis proposal risk level
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.

Figure 57 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of products in proposal
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the proposal contains collaterals.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is similar for both categories.
Likely root causes:


When collaterals are present, additional notes are taken.

Figure 58 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis number of collaterals in proposal
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the client operates in the nonprofit or trade, industry and services industry.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is similar for all categories.
Additional notes:
Sector codes represent the following categories the sector names are fictional for confidentiality
reasons:
Sector A
Sector B
Sector C
Likely root causes:


The fiattering for cases in the trade, industry and service sector are most frequent, which
should have an effect on the processing speed.
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Figure 59 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis most frequent company sectors
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the client operates in the nonprofit or trade, industry and services industry.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is higher for clients in the
strorage and transportation sub sector.
Additional notes:
Subsector codes represent the following categories, the sub sector names are fictional for
confidentiality reasons:
12) Subsector A
22) Subsector B
23) Subsector C
27) Subsector D
28) Subsector E
29) Subsector F
Likely root causes:
Probable root causes are not yet identified.

Figure 60 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis most frequent specific company sectors
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is more likely that the head of the financing group
has a “one man business”, or “private company” legal structure.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, the processing time is generally higher for private
companies.
Additional notes:
Legal structure codes represent the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Legal structure A
Legal structure B
Legal structure C
Legal structure D

Likely root causes:



Legal structure A is the most complex, and legal structure B & D are the least complex legal
structure.
The C and D legal structures are both partnerships that are handled equally. However, the C
partnerships tend to have higher obligo’s and operate in different sectors which could cause
this difference.
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Figure 61 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis most frequent legal structure of financing group
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Pearson's chi-squared test of independence
There is a significant difference between the groups under study.
Relative percentual frequency
When the Fiattering is finished within one day, it is less likely that the client is a corporate client.
Boxplots
When the Fiattering is not finished within one day, client segments retail , corporate and
“grootzakelijk” are processed slower respectively.
Additional notes:
 *Retail clients have an obligo <=1 million
 Corporate clients are handled by Rabobank Netherlands
Likely root causes:


Retail clients a generally smaller, which has an effect on the complexity of their products.

Confidential

Figure 62 Bottleneck fiattering: statistical analysis client segment
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Appendix 12.8 data mining conditional inference trees

Figure 63 Results conditional inference trees Financieringsopzet

Figure 64 Results conditional inference trees Fiattering
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Appendix 12.9 Process mining VBF

Figure 65 VBF Example process model (stage level)
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Figure 66 VBF Example process model (task level)
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